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ABSTRACT

Preliminary results obtained after applying two methods for the detection of carbapenemase, the colorimetric Blue-carba and the inactivating carbapenem, are presented, which were tested in six strains isolated from clinical samples, where satisfactory results were obtained after using both procedures. Taking into account the importance of these enzymes in Microbiology laboratories, due to the clinical-epidemiological impact they represent and the difficulty of not having molecular methods, these procedures are proposed for their detection.
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Introduction

The therapeutic use of penicillin and other antibiotics from the 1940s on was one of the most important achievements of that century. Since then, a large number of antimicrobials have been obtained, marketed and used; however, since at the beginning of the antibiotic era there was the false hope that diseases caused by microbes would disappear, it soon became clear that bacteria were capable of developing resistance mechanisms and thus they were already known in the 1950s Penicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus strains (Daza Pérez, 1998).

Antimicrobial resistance is not a disease, there are usually no differences in severity between diseases caused by susceptible strains and resistant strains. Resistance is not usually a problem of pathogenesis, but rather of limitation of therapeutic options. The basic problem is
that we depend on antimicrobials to treat infections. If there were alternative methods to treat them, antimicrobial resistance would persist, but it would no longer be important as a public health problem (World Health Organization). It is a growing phenomenon characterized by the natural or acquired capacity of a bacterial strain to remain refractory to the bactericidal or bacteriostatic effects of an antimicrobial. The indiscriminate use of antibiotics and the selective environmental pressure, carried out by antiseptics and disinfectants, has generated a survival response in microorganisms, which enables them to effectively evade the bactericidal action of antimicrobials (Slicing, 2015).

Bacterial resistance has now become a serious global health problem and requires the maximum effort of all government institutions to ensure its control. Given that this phenomenon has as its main consequences the failure of antimicrobial therapy, the increase in morbidity and mortality, and the increase in the costs of medical care, its containment at the international level is essential (Resurrección et al., 2017).

Developing

In recent years, there has been the emergence and dispersal of gram-negative bacteria capable of expressing enzymes, such as carbapenemases, which confer high resistance to betalactam antibiotics, including carbapenems. This group of enzymes is a heterogeneous mixture of beta-lactamases, which, according to the Ambler classification, may belong to class B or Zn-dependent metallobetalactamases (MLB), and to classes A and D or serinecarbapenemases. The most prevalent MBL in clinical strains are those belonging to the VIM and IMP types. Subsequently, a new type has been described, the so-called New Delhi metallo-beta-lactamase (NDM-1) that inactivates, like the previous ones, all beta-lactams except aztreonam, although most of the strains that harbor the blaNDM- gene 1 jointly produce other extended-spectrum beta-lactamases that affect the latter, making these pathogens absolutely resistant to all beta-lactams (Khalifa et al., 2017; Montúfar et al., 2016; van der Zwaluw et al., 2015).

The detection of these enzymes in clinical isolates continues to be a problem in Microbiology laboratories, the authors estimate that although molecular techniques are considered the reference methods to confirm the presence of the genes of the different carbapenemases, these techniques are not usually available in the context of our regular medical practice. For this reason, they have applied two methods for the detection of carbapenemases, the Blue-carba colorimetric method and Carbapenemase inactivation (CIM), where they have obtained the first results, with six isolates from clinical samples being positive for both tests, being located in criterion II, which are those that turn from blue to green.
Researchers consider that the Blue-carba method is easy to do and fast for the issuance of the results, since depending on the type of enzyme, yellow or green color changes can be observed between 15 minutes to 2 hours, the second procedure According to the authors of the reviewed bibliographies (Molin, 2016; March Rosselló, 2017; Mediavilla et al., 2017), it can be read in 6 or 8 hours, although they recommend reading after incubating the plates overnight. Similar results were obtained in this study after the recommended incubation time.

Note in (Fig. 1), Blue-carba method, the positivity due to the change in color from blue to green and yellow, in (Fig. 2), carbapenem inactivation method, the growth around a 10µg meropenem disk indicates activity of carbapenemase, while the absence of growth proves the opposite.

![Figure 1. Blue-carba](image1.png)  ![Figure 2. Carbapenemase Inactivation](image2.png)

**Conclusions**

It should be noted that both methods are feasible for the diagnosis of these carbapenemic antimicrobial inactivating enzymes, easy to perform and inexpensive, which can be implemented in clinical microbiology laboratories as long as molecular, more accurate, but highly expensive methods are not available.
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